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RESUME. 
In that case we will say that k is a lower exceptionnal value (k E Q). We will call the positive lower exceptional values the lower irregular slopes of N(S), and the negative lower exceptional values the lower regular slopes of N(S).
The 
In that case we will say that k is a lower exceptionnal value (k E Q). We will call the positive lower exceptional values the lower irregular slopes of N(S), and the negative lower exceptional values the lower regular slopes of N(S). (We change q in g~ in the triple product formula and set x = q.) Assertions i) and it) are easy to prove. In order to establish iii) we will first prove a preliminary result [St, p. 
Then
The function Eq;a is a solution of the q-difference equation
For a = -1 we will (in general) choose a = q. Then is a solution of the q-difference equation
The field generated by the function , and the functions Oq;a (a G ~*; Oq,a(*c) = is a "field of constants" for the theory of q-difference equations. I think that it is in some sense the minimal field of constants if one wants to deal with "q-difference equations reducible up to elementary transformations to fuchsian q-difference equations" (cf. [B] ). [H] , [Li] , [Wa] . Usually they are derived by quite complicated methods. Here we will see that they follow easily from the fact that Dq is a q-constant and from the Jacobi triple product formula. [H, (54) , p. 172]. The assertion iv) seems "well known" (cf. [Wa, p. 331]). The assertion i) implies some results of Mellin [M] and Littlewood [Li] .
We can now reformulate the definition of the q-exponential growth: We get:
that is with x = q = There are similar relations for the other Jacobi 9-functions 92, 83, 90 (cf. [St (11) , (12), (13) 
